
FORESTRY

INSIGHTS THROUGH AUTOMATED ANALYSIS 

OF DRONE-COLLECTED IMAGES



Agremo

Forest at a glance



SOLUTION

Agremo is a cloud-based platform for automated analyses of drone-collected
imagery that improves forestry & agricultural processes

WHATWE DO

 Plant Counting

 Plant Health Monitoring

SOLUTION: AGREMO & DRONES



SOLUTION

Forest management companies

face various assessment challenges:

 Obtaining accurate number of trees

 Seedling survival rate

 Stocking level for thinning purposes & thinning zones

 Lumber potential

 Damage assessment

FOREST MANAGEMENT

ALL OF THESE CAN BE SOLVED 
WITH AGREMO



PROBLEMFOREST ASSESSMENT

 MID SIZE TREES – Count the 5-
10yr old trees with crown 
closure, and timely update your 
inventory.

Tree counting by maturity:

 COUNTING SEEDLINGS –
Determine the accurate number 
of seedlings and survival rate in 
first year/winter. We can count 
seedlings 1-3yrs old

Count presentation of 5yr old trees on Agremo™ platform



PROBLEM

 HARVESTING – Agremo is able 
to count 20-30yr old trees which 
are harvest-ready.

 BEFORE & AFTER THINNING–
We can count trees in high 
density zones and provide you 
an easier way to determine the 
areas to be thinned.

30yr old trees before thinning

FOREST ASSESSMENT

Tree counting by maturity:



PROBLEM

 FIRE RISK – Determine the fire 
risk on a micro level and apply 
appropriate measures to reduce 
the fire risk in your forest (soon)

 FIRE DAMAGE ASSESMENT –
Assess the total area consumed 
by fire and get an assessment of 
the number of trees and lumber 
volume lost in the forest fire. 
(soon)

Fire damage assessment, Flat rock US

FOREST ASSESSMENT

Damage assessment:



PROBLEM

 Agremo™ is capable of counting a 
single tree type among the wild 
trees– e.g. Agremo™ can count pines 
or Kauri tree among other wild trees. 
It is not able of counting specific 
genus among the other trees from 
the same tree family.

Pine counting, Oregon, US

FOREST ASSESSMENT

Tree counting by maturity:



PROBLEM

 Douglas fir

FOREST ASSESSMENT

Trees we counted so far:

 Douglas Western Hemlock

 Spruce

 Alder

 Xmas tree

WE HAVE SUCESSFULLY ANALYSED THESE
BUT POSSIBILITIES ARE LIMITLESS



PROBLEMREFERENCES



Trees have always been the most 
penetrating preachers. I revere them 
when they live in tribes and families, 
in forests and groves. And even more 
I revere them when they stand alone. 

Herman Hesse
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